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 harry may is a violent thief who sets out to steal the crown jewels of the queen. but he finds that, in this case, he will also have
to do battle with the heir to the throne, prince julius. prince julius has a unique talent for forestalling, defusing and disabling by

any means at his disposal. A butcher’s son, prince julius was raised on his family’s estate, watching and listening to all the
shenanigans in the king’s court, which they were forbidden to disclose. when he finds that harry and the queen’s chamberlain,
who is prince harry’s mother’s lover, are plotting against the crown, he takes it upon himself to thwart the plot. The prince’s
name is loosely based on harry’s great-grandfather, julius vandemonian. the plot against the crown is based on fact, but both

harry and the prince make it up as they go along, relying on skill and resourcefulness to survive. harry is the male counterpart of
the prince’s only sister, anna. they are twins, and the prince is raised like a brother to harry, from the day he was born until he

was five years old. the two boys were the only survivors from the nursery when the rest of the nursery was burned to the ground.
for the rest of harry’s life, the princes julius protects him, but harry does his best to protect him back. he teaches him how to

fight and to sharpen his wits and instincts. as harry grows older, prince julius becomes even more brilliant and resourceful. harry
may is his story, the story of his life, the story of the princes julius. … harry may is an unusual title, but it’s exactly the kind of
adventure that harry would relish – especially now that he’s a grown-up. harry may was the most popular frederick castle’s first
book and was a New York Times bestseller. harry may won the walpole prize for children’s literature and has been translated
into more than ten languages. he also won the collier children’s book prize for best picture book. sarah alroy nicholas is the

illustrator of harry may, and 82157476af
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